Because regulatory networks of transcription factors drive embryonic patterning, it is possible that 32 chromatin accessibility states impact how networks interact with information encoded in DNA. To 33 determine the interplay between chromatin states and regulatory network function, we performed 34 ATAC seq on Drosophila embryos over the period spanning the establishment of the segmentation 35 network, from zygotic genome activation to gastrulation. Chromatin accessibility states are 36 dynamic over this period, and establishment of the segmentation network requires maturation of 37 the ground chromatin state. Elimination of all maternal patterning information allows 38 identification of patterning-dependent and -independent dynamic chromatin regions. A significant 39
Introduction 45
Embryonic patterning systems direct a set of initially uncommitted pluripotent cells to 46 differentiate into a variety of cell types and complex tissues. Over developmental time spans, 47 regulatory networks of transcription factors drive the acquisition of unique cell fates by integrating 48 patterning information and determining the set of genes to be activated or repressed in response to 49 developmental cues [1] . The critical nodes of these regulatory networks are cis-regulatory modules 50 (CRMs) where transcription factors bind in order to enhance or silence target gene activity. 51
However, additional epigenetic determinants such as the organization of chromatin structure likely 52 influence how genomic information is accessed by regulatory networks. For instance, because 53 nucleosome positioning can hinder transcription factor-DNA interactions [2, 3] chromatin 54 effectively serves as a filter either to highlight or obscure regulatory information encoded in DNA. 55
But embryonic chromatin states themselves are dynamic [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The mechanisms that drive 56 developmental progression can also trigger remodeling of chromatin accessibility patterns on both 57 large and small scales, thereby changing over time what genetic information is available to gene 58 regulatory systems. While in many cases we have near comprehensive understanding of both the 59 genetic components of certain developmental networks and the critical CRMs whereby these 60 components interact, much less is known about how chromatin accessibility states constrain 61 network function and how mechanisms for controlling chromatin accessibility are systematically 62 woven into the developmental program. 63
In the case of Drosophila melanogaster, decades of investigation into the mechanisms of 64 development have exhaustively identified the critical patterning cues and transcription factors that drive early cell fate specification and differentiation of select developmental lineages. Patterning 66 is initiated by four distinct maternal pathways that alone are sufficient to initiate zygotic regulatory 67 networks that specify all of the primary cell identities that arise along the major embryonic axes 68 [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . At the outset of patterning, nuclei have what can be considered a 'ground state' of 69 chromatin structure that contains the initial set of accessible CRMs and promoters that will define 70 the first regulatory network interactions [7] . The ground state effectively provides a baseline for 71
determining the influence of epigenetic mechanisms of gene regulation on developmental 72 processes. The early Drosophila embryo therefore provides an ideal starting point to observe both 73 how regulatory networks are constrained by chromatin states, and how these states evolve as a 74 function of progression through the developmental program. 75
Before embryos can respond zygotically to maternal patterning cues, they must first 76 undergo a series of 13 rapid, synchronous mitotic divisions that serve to amplify the single nucleus 77 formed after fertilization into a set of ~6000 largely uncommitted, pluripotent cells [18, 19] . These 78 mitotic divisions occur in a state of general transcriptional quiescence that effectively prevents 79 nuclei from responding prematurely to regulatory stimuli [20] [21] [22] [23] . The shift from the initial 80 proliferative phase to later periods of differentiation comes at a major developmental milestone 81 termed the midblastula transition (MBT) during which the zygotic genome activates, and cells 82 become competent to respond to maternal patterning information [24] . A major component of chromatin state contains all the accessible cis-regulatory information required to complete this 127 well-characterized developmental patterning task. 128
To evaluate chromatin accessibility states between ZGA and gastrulation, we collected 129 are open at ZGA and typically lose accessibility by the onset of gastrulation ( Figure 1A, B ). In 138 contrast, pair-rule CRMs separate into two distinct temporal classes of chromatin accessibility. All 139 of the early, stripe-specific CRMs within the pair-rule network are open at ZGA, whereas later, 140 seven-stripe (or 14-stripe) specific CRMs generally lack open chromatin at ZGA, and gain 141 accessibility by the onset of gastrulation ( Figure 1A, C) . The majority of the known segment 142 polarity CRMs lack accessible chromatin at ZGA and undergo significant gains in accessibility by 143 gastrulation (Figure 1A, D) . Taken together, these results demonstrate that during the one-hour 144 period between ZGA and gastrulation patterns of chromatin accessibility within segmentation 145 network CRMs are dynamic, correlating with the early or late activity of gene expression patterns 146 within the network. We conclude from this that the ZGA chromatin state contains insufficient 147 accessible cis-regulatory information to sustain the function of the segmentation gene network. 148
Chromatin accessibility patterns continue to evolve over the one-hour period between ZGA and 149 gastrulation to support the later-acting components of the network, particularly the segment 150 polarity and late pair-rule systems. This raises the possibility that the hierarchical networks that 151 drive embryonic segmentation derive timing information from regulated chromatin accessibility. 152
Notably, binding of pioneers [28, 41] 
Identification of patterning-dependent and -independent changes in chromatin accessibility 158
The post-ZGA changes in chromatin accessibility could arise either uniformly within all 159 cells of the embryo or could stem from the localized effects of developmental patterning systems. 160 
Previous investigations of chromatin accessibility states in post-

Figure 2: Elimination of graded maternal cues drives development along single uniform lineages. A) in situ hybridization for markers of anterior-posterior (ems, Kr, byn) and dorsal-ventral (ush, sog, sna) marker genes in both wild-type and bcd osk cic tsl Tl RM9 mutant embryos. Elimination of graded positional information converts all cells in the blastoderm embryo to posterior-lateral cell types (sog+ byn+). B) Image from the DVEX virtual expression explorer showing the subset of cells co-expressing both sog and byn.
We identify significant sources of both pattern-independent as well as patterning-228 dependent changes in chromatin accessibility over the period between ZGA and gastrulation. In 229 general, a greater fraction of the sites with dynamic chromatin accessibility undergo patterning-230 independent changes. This was quantified this in two ways. First, we performed principal 231 component analysis (PCA) on the complete set of differentially accessible regions (i.e., all regions 232 with both a ± 2-fold change and an adjusted p-value > 0.01 either between timepoints or between 233 genotypes as determined by DESeq2). The greatest source of variance is patterning-independent, 234 with the first principal component separating samples according to developmental time (PC1: 66% 235
Figure 3: ATAC-seq on wild-type and uniform-lineage embryos resolves time and patterning-dependent changes in chromatin accessibility. A) ATAC-seq coverage over the extended wingless locus. Highlighted regions show closely apposed CRMs with differential responses to patterning inputs. B) Reporters for the CRMs highlighted in A demonstrate separable regulatory inputs into the wg locus, and differential regulation in uniform-lineage embryos. C) Principal component analysis of dynamically accessible regions demonstrates the relative contribution of uniform (time) and patterning (genotype). D)
Heatmap showing the scaled chromatin accessibility between ZGA and gastrulation for wild-type and mutant embryos over the complete set of known enhancers within the gap, pair-rule, and segment polarity gene regulatory networks. Colorbar indicates the scaled degree of chromatin accessibility plotted in each column. E) Volcano plots showing effect sizes for comparisons (from left to right) between genotypes early and late, and between timepoints in wild-type and mutant samples. The number of peak regions above significance (0.01) and log2 fold-enrichment (1) thresholds is indicated. variance, Figure 3C ). The second principal component separates samples according to genotype 236 and therefore resolves patterning-dependent variance (PC2: 21% variance, Figure 3C ). There is 237 less of a patterning-dependent difference between NC14+12' samples compared with the +72' 238 timepoint, supporting the conclusion that cells initiate the zygotic phase of development with a 239 large degree of chromatin state homogeneity and that heterogeneity emerges over the period 240 leading up to gastrulation from both patterning-dependent and -independent sources. 241
To relate the observed changes to a single, discrete developmental process, we returned to 242 the set of known segmentation network CRMs and plotted scaled chromatin accessibility over time 243 between wild-type and mutant samples. Within all three tiers of the segmentation network, we find 244 evidence for extensive patterning-dependent chromatin accessibility, at both early and late 245 timepoints ( Figure 3D ). As previously shown, the gap gene network receives extensive patterning-246 dependent chromatin accessibility cues from a pioneer activity of Bcd (7/18 CRMs, 38.9%) [32] . 247
Early pair-rule CRMs receive both patterning dependent and independent inputs, however the 248 majority of late pair-rule CRMs gain accessibility in a patterning-dependent manner (25/30 pair-249 rule CRMs with late accessibility, 83.3%). Segment polarity CRMs (e.g., wg -2.5 and wg -1, Figure  250 3A) likewise have extensive patterning-dependent accessibility states (16/33, 48.5%). Therefore, 251
these results indicate that although overall changes in accessibility tend to occur independently of 252 embryonic patterning, the networks dedicated specifically to embryonic patterning display a 253 disproportionate reliance on patterning systems for determination of their chromatin accessibility 254
states. 255
Next, we quantified the types of changes in chromatin accessibility that we observed in our 256 analysis. Similar to the PCA analysis, we find fewer patterning-dependent differences at ZGA than 257 at gastrulation (408 versus 1871, Figure 3E , left two panels). In contrast, a greater number of time-258 dependent differences are observed for both genotypes (5190 for wild-type, 8655 for mutant, 259 Figure 3E right two panels). We note that these numbers represent above-threshold statistical 260 significance for tests on only one of two critical parameters in this experiment, either time or 261
genotype. 262
To comprehensively classify the types of changes that any single region undergoes over 263 time and relative to patterning inputs, we took an clustering-based approach to identify groups of 264 similarly-behaved regions and then used the output from paired DESeq2 tests to assign regions to 265 each identified category (see Materials and Methods). By this approach, we identify a total of 2917 dynamic regions that classify into one of ten distinct dynamic categories with respect to time and 267 patterning-dependence ( Figure 4 ). Overall, roughly similar numbers of sites gain and lose 268 accessibility over time with 1351 of sites that are open early losing accessibility over time (46.3%, 269 "late repression" classes, Figure 4 ) and 1446 sites gaining accessibility by the onset of gastrulation 270 (49.6%, "late accessibility" classes, Figure 4 ). In total we identify 1635 (56.1%) strictly pattern-271 independent regions that either gain (n = 725 (24.9%)) or lose (n = 910 (31.2%)) accessibility : Ten classes of peaks with dynamic chromatin accessibility between ZGA and gastrulation. Ten peak classes are symbolized by cartoons in the left column. Red arrows signify the general behavior of peaks within a class between ZGA and gastrulation for wild-type and uniform-lineage mutant embryos. The number of regions per class is indicated in each cartoon. The center column lists enriched motifs as determined by MEME analysis against a set of 1x104 non-dynamic control regions. The right column shows example ATAC-seq coverage plots for three highlighted classes. The specific peak region within the class is highlighted in red, and we note that additional non-highlighted dynamic regions may be present. Examples of all classes and recovered motifs are provided in the supplemental data. Figure 4 ). In addition to 298 these, we frequently observe across all categories enrichment for three maternally supplied factors 299 with expected repressive activity, Tramtrack (Ttk), Adult Enhancer Factor 1 (Aef1), and Combgap 300 (Cg). While Ttk has long been hypothesized to play a broad repressive role over the maternal-to-301 zygotic transition [35] as well as in regulation of embryonic patterning [51-54], much less is known 302 about potential early embryonic roles of Aef1 and Cg (see Discussion). We also note that although 303 motifs for Cg are not included in the available DNA binding motif databases used to compile these results, we include Cg here on the basis of previous identification of Cg binding to a (CA)n motif 305 [55] , maternal expression of Cg, and frequent recovery of an orphan motif (CA)n in our analysis. 306
The recovery of Bcd and Fkh motifs in our dataset suggests that enrichment analysis could 307 identify potential patterning-dependent pioneer activities responsible for driving differential 308 accessibility states. We note here that recovery of motifs in our analysis is similar to those 309 recovered in another recent report [56] , which measured changes in accessibility between early 310 and late NC14 samples but did not distinguish between patterning-dependent and independent 311 events. Bcd has been demonstrated to pioneer accessibility at a subset of its targets [32] , and Bcd-312 motif enrichment in this analysis correlates with the set of previously identified bcd-dependent 313 regions (e.g., gt -10). Fkh is the Drosophila homolog of a well-characterized pioneer factor 314 FoxA1/2 that operates in early mammalian endodermal development [57] [58] [59] . Fkh is expressed 315 zygotically late in NC14 within the posterior endodermal precursors we enrich with mutant 316 embryos, and Fkh motif enrichment is observed specifically within the set of regions that have 317 enhanced late accessibility in mutant embryos ( Figure 4 ). Therefore, it is possible that like its 318 mammalian counterpart, Fkh may pioneer accessibility of distinct endodermal CRMs in early 319
Drosophila development. 320
Within the set of regions with patterning-dependent late accessibility, we also enrich for a 321 zygotic pair-rule transcription factor, Opa ( Figure 4 ). Opa is a C2H2 zinc-finger transcription 322 factor that is the Drosophila homolog of Zn-Finger of the Cerebellum (Zic) proteins, which have 323 been implicated in a broad range of developmental functions ranging from maintenance of stem 324 (data not shown). Llama-tagged Opa first becomes detectable above background by live imaging 362 at 35 minutes into NC14 reaching an apparent steady-state expression level at 60 minutes, shortly 363 before gastrulation ( Figure 5B ). These measurements indicate that Opa expression is consistent 364 with an exclusively late NC14 role in regulating gene expression over nearly all cells of the 365 embryonic segmental primordium.
By measuring chromatin accessibility in single opa +/+ , opa -/+ , and opa -/embryos at NC14 367 + 72', we find that Opa is necessary to pioneer chromatin accessibility at a subset of its direct 368
Figure 5: Opa is necessary and sufficient to pioneer accessible chromatin. A) Immunostaining for a myc-tagged opa allele relative to expression of pair-rule genes runt and eve in a late NC14 embryo. B) Opa expression dynamics were measured using a llama-tagged opa allele. Opa expression initiates midway through NC14 and reaches steady levels by entry into gastrulation at 65 minutes. Images show representative expression of opa-llama::EGFP at the indicated timepoints. C) Heatmaps showing scaled ATAC-seq accessibility measurements (blue) over a set of high-confidence Opa binding sites, as determined by ChIP-seq for opa-myc (red). Two experiments are shown, for loss of function at NC14 + 72', and gain of function at NC13 +12. Loss of blue signal indicates a reduction in accessibility. D) Cumulative distribution of measured of distances between bound (left) or unbound (right) Opa motifs and modeled nucleosome dyad positions, in the absence (black) or presence (red) of Opa. X-axis is log2 scaled, and the expected coverage of a nucleosome is depicted by the blue rug and vertical dotted line.
genomic targets ( Figure 5A ). We first determined a set of high-confidence direct Opa binding sites 369 by performing ChIP-seq on an engineered allele of opa in which we introduced by CRISPR a 3x-370 myc epitope tag into the 3' end of the opa coding region. The resultant opa-myc allele is 371 homozygous viable, is expressed within the expected domain ( Figure 5A ) with expected kinetics, 372 and has no detectable adverse effects from engineering of the opa locus (data not shown). We 373 performed ChIP-seq on three independent biological replicates of 200 homozygous opa-myc 374 cellular blastoderm embryos using as a negative control wild-type (w 1118 ) embryos. Mapped reads 375 Figure 5C ). Therefore, Opa is necessary for conferring accessible chromatin states at a 384 subset of its direct binding sites. Relative to the set of patterning-dependent and independent 385 dynamic genomic regions defined above, opa-dependent pioneer activity alone is sufficient to 386 account for 36% of the set of chromatin regions that depend on inputs from maternal patterning 387 systems to gain accessibility by the onset of gastrulation ( Figure 5 Opa targets overall. We conclude that, with the exception of 25.1% (66/263) opa-dependent but 402 maternal-opa-insensitive sites that Opa is sufficient to pioneer open chromatin at its target sites. 403
A second criterion for classifying a transcription factor as a pioneer is that it binds to its 404 DNA motifs even in the nucleosome-associated state [77] . To test this, we measured the 405 distribution of Opa binding motifs relative to nucleosome positions modeled from the distribution 406 of large (>100 bp) ATAC-seq fragments [78] . Either before expression of opa (wild-type 407 NC14+12') or in opa mutants at late NC14 (opa NC14 + 72'), 51.4% (250/486) of Opa motifs in 408 opa-dependent regions are located within 73 bp of a modeled nucleosome dyad (i.e., within the 409 wrap of DNA around a nucleosome, Figure 5D and data not shown). The fraction of Opa motifs 410 within opa-dependent regions overlapping with predicted nucleosome positions is significantly 411 greater than is observed from the set of Opa motifs located in non-bound, but accessible regions 412 (27.1%, 427/1572, Figure 5D ). Following binding of Opa (wild-type NC14+72'), the fraction of 413 motifs in bound regions overlapping the nucleosome footprint reduces to 15% (73/486) and the 414 average position of Opa motifs relative to predicted nucleosome dyads increases by an average of 415 79 bp in bound regions ( Figure 5D ). In constrast, the distance between motifs and nucleosomes 416 We have demonstrated that following ZGA, both local and global changes in chromatin 428 accessibility patterns continue to take place. The identification of pioneers like Opa raises the 429 possibility that distinct zygotic factors function to establish accessibility states conditional on prior, maternal patterning information. We wished to investigate the hypothesis that the sequence of 431 chromatin accessibility changes are themselves critical for the proper execution of the 432 developmental patterning program. To address this, we therefore quantified opa-dependent 433 chromatin accessibility within the segmentation network and evaluated the consequences of 434 premature opa expression on patterning. We predicted that maternal mis-expression of opa would 435 effectively conflate a ZGA chromatin state with a gastrulation chromatin state. Opa is necessary 436 for full chromatin accessibility at a set of late pair-rule and segment polarity CRMs ( Figure 6A -437 C). Late-acting opa-dependent CRMs within the pair-rule network include the late eve seven-stripe 438 element (eve-late also referred to as eve-autoregulatory, [79] [80] [81] , see also Notably, although opa is sufficient to induce accessible chromatin at most of the late pair-458 rule opa-dependent targets (odd-late, eve-late, slp1 "5", slp1 i1523, prd 01, prd A8 repressor) as 459 well as three regions within the opa locus itself, segment polarity targets show a distinctly reduced 460 sensitivity to gain accessibility in response to premature opa expression, with only en H2 and an The gsb 3' CRM is highlighted. D) In situ hybridization for an odd-late gal4 reporter is shown for wild-type, opa mutant and tub>opa. Embryo stages are indicated at left. Note the lack of activity in opa mutants and the premature activation in the presence of tub>opa. E) Detail view of odd-late expression in wild-type and tub>opa gastrula stage embryos. Odd parasegmental stripes are indicated with numbered black arrowheads, even stripes with open arrowheads, and the anterior head stripe is indicated with a red arrowhead. Weak even parasegmental stripes in tub>opa that eventually appear are indicated with grey open arrowheads. The stripe at numbered position 1 is coincident with the cephalic furrow, which is beginning to form in both pictured embryos. F) Maternal opa interferes with stripe positioning and intensity for pair-rule genes eve and runt. Plot shows the average effect of maternal opa on runt expression in mid NC14 embryos. Average quantified Runt expression ± std. dev. is plotted for wild type (red) and tub>opa (blue, n= three embryos per genotype). Inset shows dorsal mid-saggital view of a representative embryo of the indicated genotypes stained for Runt (green) and Eve (red).
further, we performed motif enrichment analysis over the entire set of opa-dependent, opa-463 insensitive sites and find enrichment of the Opa motif, as well as enrichment of two maternal 464 repressors, Ttk and Cg. In contrast, the set of both opa-dependent and opa-sensitive regions shows 465 enrichment for the Opa motif alone. These results indicate that within the segmentation network 466 there exists differential sensitivity to acquisition of chromatin accessibility states, and that although 467 ultimately yielding a 14-stripe pattern ( Figure 6E and data not shown). In addition to the 476 parasegmental expression pattern, there is a transient head stripe anterior to the first stripe ( Figure  477 6E). Activity of this CRM is entirely dependent on opa ( Figure 6D ). Maternal expression of opa 478 affects both spatial and temporal aspects of the odd-late expression pattern, driving premature 479 activity of odd-late in stripes with incorrect spatial distributions. The most significant spatial effect 480 of maternal opa expression on odd-late pattern is an increased interstripe distance between the first 481 and second odd parasegmental expression domain, resulting in apparent compression between the 482 second and third stripes ( Figure 6E ). In addition, compared with wild-type, the regular spacing of 483 odd-and even-parasegmental stripes at positions 4-6 is disrupted with maternal opa expression. 484
Despite the fact that tub>opa is expressed uniformly across the entire embryo, premature odd-late 485 expression appears not uniformly, but within the spatial domains to which its later expression will 486 be restricted ( Figure 6D ). Similar effects have been observed with premature expression of opa 487 using the gal4-UAS system, where increasing levels of opa expression lead to defects in slp1 488 To quantify the effect of maternal opa expression on additional components of the pair-496 rule network, we immunostained embryos for Runt and Eve and quantified stripe positioning in 497 precisely staged embryos [89] . Although between genotypes the segmental primordium is 498 unchanged in both overall area and overall positioning, the intensity and positions of stripes 2-6 499 are affected by maternal opa expression. Similar to odd-late we also observe increased inter-stripe 500 distances between Runt stripes 1 and 2, and reduced distance between stripes 2 and 3, as well as 501 minor mis-positioning of stripes 4-6. Despite these effects on stripe positioning and intensity, 502 embryos produced from mothers heterozygous for tub>opa hatch and can mature to adulthood, 503 albeit with varying degrees of segmental mis-patterning. We note that the long-term severity of 504 the tub>opa phenotype may be attenuated by limited effects of maternal opa expression on the 505 segment polarity network. The positioning of stripes in the pair-rule network is highly precise and 506 results from optimal decoding of maternal patterning inputs [16] . Our results are consistent with a 507 model where premature opa expression alters how maternal information is interpreted at the level 508 of this network. While we cannot at present deconvolute effects on the system that stem from Opa-509 dependent pioneering from possible Opa-dependent effects on transcription, these results provide 510 support for the hypothesis that the sequential transitions in chromatin accessibility patterns are 511 themselves necessary for proper patterning of the embryo. 512 513
Discussion
514
To the extent that the developmental program can be described by gene regulatory 515 networks, mechanisms for the regulation of chromatin accessibility must play a major role in 516 determining how this program unfolds. We have demonstrated that post-ZGA changes in 517 chromatin accessibility patterns are encoded in the developmental program at multiple levels and 518 have provided evidence that the sequence in which changes in accessibility patterns are introduced 519 to the embryonic chromatin landscape is itself important for the proper interpretation of 520 developmental cues. 521
One of the most intensely studied developmental transitions in chromatin structure is large-522 scale ZGA that accompanies the maternal-to-zygotic transition. Our observation of continued 523 uniform, patterning-independent changes to chromatin accessibility after ZGA suggests that additional global timers of developmental progression continue to operate following the maternal-525
to-zygotic transition. The initial ground state of chromatin structure is built by maternally supplied 526 pioneers, particularly Zelda [7, 25-28, 30], and likely a combination of factors that bind (GA)n 527 repeats, GAGA-factor and CLAMP [7, 41, 72, 90] . Prior studies on the temporal dynamics of the 528 establishment of the initial ground state have suggested that these pioneers act in distinct temporal 529 waves, with the earliest accessible regions associated with Zelda binding, and the latest accessible 530 regions enriched for the (GA)n motif and GAGA-factor binding [7]. Our results add to these prior 531 observations by suggesting that these global 'waves' of accessibility regulation continue well past 532 the ZGA, and likely, based on motif enrichment, receive inputs from additional maternally-533 supplied factors with expected repressive activity: Ttk, Aef1, and Cg. Next to nothing is known 534 about the role of these factors specifically in the context of global chromatin accessibility 535 regulation at the ZGA. Aef1 was identified as a Zn-finger transcriptional repressor that regulates 536 gene expression in adult Drosophila fat body [91] . Cg has been implicated in both positive and 537 negative regulation of target genes, has been shown to interact with GAGA factor [92], and plays 538 a role in recruitment of polycomb group proteins to polycomb response elements through direct 539 binding of (CA)n repreats [55] . Both Aef1 and Cg are expressed maternally, and transcripts are 540 may play a more global role in ZGA timing by limiting pioneer factor activity at target sites until 549 they are cleared from the embryo. In this respect, it is interesting to note that the subset of opa-550 dependent targets that are insensitive to maternal opa expression demonstrate an enrichment for 551
Ttk and Cg motifs. One possible explanation for this apparent developmental competency to 552 respond to Opa pioneering activity is that binding of maternal repressors can antagonize pioneer 553 factor activity. Future work will include testing the role of these maternal factors in the context of 554 ZGA timing and regulation of coordinated, global chromatin remodeling events.
In contrast with these mechanisms for uniform regulation of accessibility, while there is 556 relatively little influence of maternal patterning systems directly on chromatin accessibility status, 557
we observe that certain zygotic targets of maternal pathways, such as Opa, can have a major impact 558 on chromatin accessibility states. Opa's primary role in the pair rule network is to facilitate the 559 transition, termed a 'frequency doubling', from early to late expression patterns. In the absence of 560
Opa, pair-rule loci (primarily odd, slp, run, and prd) fail to undergo the transition from early seven-561 stripe to late 14-stripe patterns. Additionally, late 7-stripe expression of eve is also strongly 562 affected [71]. Because of uniform expression across the segmental primordium, Opa does not 563 provide positional information that defines the precise location of its target expression domains 564
[70], and has been proposed to cooperate with additional pair-rule factors such as Runt to activate 565 or repress target gene expression [71, 88] . Here, we demonstrate the mechanism for Opa's role in 566 the network: that Opa facilitates the frequency doubling of the pair-rule network by pioneering 567 accessibility of the CRMs that drive these late expression patterns. We predict that Opa pioneer 568 activity will therefore result in conditional cis-regulatory interactions of the remaining pair-rule 569 factors with late CRMs. This mechanism can help explain the previously observed 'conditional 570 regulation' between network components (e.g., Odd repression of prd to yield anterior and 571 posterior stripes) [71] , which we propose is largely mediated through opa-dependent CRM 572 accessibility states. The set of opa-dependent CRMs within the pair-rule network that we identify 573 strongly support this conclusion. Incorporating such 'time-gated' pioneering events into a 574 regulatory network may therefore allow for a system to generate multiple patterning outputs from 575 a limited set of input transcription factors. Further investigation of the opa-dependence for 576 conditional cis-regulatory interactions amongst pair-rule factors, as well as identification of 577 additional zygotic pioneer factors will address these predictions. 578
A critical distinction that arises between transcription factors within a network, then, is 579
what effect they have on chromatin accessibility states. It is likely that not all transcription factors 580 have pioneer activity, or that the ability of a factor to pioneer is context specific. For instance, loss 581 of grainyhead (grh) has minimal effects on the pre-gastrula chromatin accessibility state, despite 582 the fact that grh has been demonstrated to function as a pioneer in other biological contexts [56] . 583
Similarly, while repressors have been demonstrated to negatively impact chromatin accessibility 584 states, certain repressors, such as the pair-rule factor hairy, can operate not through compaction of 585 chromatin but by inhibiting recruitment of the basal transcriptional machinery, at least in certain contexts [94] . Whether repressors within the pair-rule network fall into distinct chromatin-587 dependent and -independent categories at a genome-wide scale remains to be determined. A 588 comprehensive appraisal of how transcription factors within a network not only interact with cis-589 regulatory elements over time but also how they impact chromatin accessibility states will be 590 necessary to fully understand the regulatory logic of embryonic patterning. 591 592
Is accessibility regulated maternally along the DV axis? 593
We note that we have not yet exhaustively examined all possible maternal patterning 594 contributions to chromatin accessibility. The bcd osk cic tsl Tl RM9 mutant embryos used in this 595 study, while amorphic for maternal determinants of AP and terminal cell fates, have uniform, 596 moderate Tl pathway activation and therefore moderate dorsal (dl) activity [44] . So, it remains 597 possible that any possible dl-dependent chromatin accessibility states remain unidentified by our 598 study. However, we predict that dl does not pioneer chromatin at least to the same extent as bcd. 599
The observation of bcd-dependent chromatin accessibility states has now been observed in four 600 independent studies in addition to this work [8, [32] [33] [34] . Besides studies where accessibility was 601 measured in bcd mutants directly (this work and [32]), two additional studies of spatially restricted 602 chromatin accessibility independently confirmed the predicted [32] anterior enrichment of bcd-603 dependent regions [33, 34] . However, none of these studies were specifically designed to 604 distinguish differential DV accessibility states. In contrast, a recent single-cell ATAC-seq study 605 could have identified these states if they existed [8] . This study consistently identified several 606 clusters of early embryonic cells that distinguished AP states, and single-cell 'anterior' clusters 607 were found to be enriched for previously identified bcd-dependent regions [8] . If dl were to pioneer 608 chromatin to a similar extent as bcd, we would therefore expect that single-cell ATAC-seq would 609 have also identified early "dorsal" and "ventral" clusters, but in this study, all DV-specific clusters 610 (e.g., mesoderm) were only found associated with cells presumed to be staged later based on 611 'pseudotime' analysis. So, although maternal systems may not drive differential accessibility along 612 the DV axis, it nevertheless likely that, similar to opa, specific zygotic targets within the DV 613 raises important questions about how to interpret ATAC-seq peak intensities, including whether 626 losses of ATAC signal in certain mutant backgrounds can be interpreted as stemming from pioneer 627 activities or simply reflect reduced expression of associated genes. While this observation points 628
to likely several compounding layers of regulation that influence chromatin accessibility and 629 ATAC-seq measurements, it is unlikely that transcriptional activity is the sole determinant of 630 enhancer accessibility states. For one, sites can be found that gain accessibility uniformly, but 631 which are not transcribed. One such locus, ush, undergoes significant patterning-independent gains 632 in promoter accessibility between ZGA and gastrulation (Figure 4 Supplement 2), but fails to be 633 expressed in the mutant (Figure 2 ). This demonstrates that gains in accessibility can occur 634 independently of transcriptional activation, and similarly highlights an example where 635 transcriptional repression need not result in reduced accessibility. In contrast, the high degree of 636 ATAC signal we observe at sites that preferentially gain accessibility in uniform-lineage mutant 637 embryos (e.g. wg -1 (Figure 3 A, B ) and 18w 1 (Figure 4 Supplement 10)) may be significantly 638 compounded by the large fold-increase between wild-type and mutant embryos of cells in which 639 the associated CRM drives active transcription ( Figure 3B ). So, we cannot rule out completely an 640 additional contribution from transcriptional status on the magnitude of ATAC signals. 641
In our study, we demonstrate distinct patterning-dependent gains in chromatin accessibility 642 over time, and a significant fraction of these we link to opa activity. However, within the 643 segmentation network specific CRMs, Opa is not the sole pair-rule factor predicted to bind to these 644 sites. At the odd-late enhancer, for instance, in addition to our demonstration of direct Opa binding, 645 to open chromatin at these sites earlier in development. Additional contextual features of the 664 system must regulate competency for a site to be pioneered. As observed previously [33, 34] , in 665 many cases regions that undergo spatially restricted, pattern-dependent changes in chromatin 666 accessibility demonstrate intermediate degrees of accessibility in the 'closed' state greater than 667 that observed at completely inactive genomic loci. The idea of distinct degrees of 'repressed' or 668 'closed' chromatin adds further layers of potential regulation to these systems and raises the 669 possibility that additional factors confer competence for chromatin to be pioneered. Much remains 670
to be understood about what grants competence to a genomic locus to undergo chromatin 671 remodeling in response to binding of a pioneer factor. 672 673
Materials and Methods
674
Drosophila Stocks and Husbandry 675
All fly stocks were maintained on an enriched high-agar cornmeal media formulated by 676
Gordon Gray at Princeton University. Embryos were collected on standard yeasted apple-juice 677 agar plates mounted on small cages containing no more than 300 adults aged no older than 14 678 days. Media compositions are available upon request.
The wild-type stock for ATAC-seq experiments is w; His2Av-EGFP (III), and is w 1118 for 680 immunostaining and in situ hybridizations. The quintuple "patternless" maternal mutant was a gift 681 from Eric Wieschaus at Princeton University. The base stock genotype is bcd E2 osk 166 cic 1 tsl 1 682
Tl RM9 and was constructed through multiple rounds of meiotic recombination. A commonly 683 available bcd osk double mutant stock was recombined with cic tsl double mutants and resultant 684 quadruple mutants were subsequently recombined with Tl RM9 . Retention of mutant alleles was 685 confirmed at each step by extensive complementation tests against single mutant alleles and 686 examination of cuticle phenotypes. For ATAC-seq experiments, patternless mutant mothers were 687 trans-heterozygotes between two independent quintuple mutant recombinants, and one of the two 688 mutant chromosomes also carried His2Av-EGFP to facilitate staging of embryos. The opa mutant 689 allele (opa IIP32 ) was obtained from the Schupbach-Wieschaus Stock Collection at Princeton 690 University [69]. For ATAC-seq experiments, opa/TM3, Sb were first crossed to w; His2Av-EGFP 691 and embryos were collected from a cross between resultant opa/His2Av-EGFP adults. In the 692 course of this study, we determined the nature of the opa IIP32 lesion as a single G>A point mutation 693 (chr3R:4853998-4853998, dm6 assembly) that generates a missense allele converting a critical 694 cysteine residue within the first predicted Opa C2H2 Zn-finger to tyrosine (C298Y). Since this 695 lesion is predicted to severely impact Opa DNA binding and mutant opa IIP32 cuticle phenotypes 696 are indistinguishable from those produced from homozygous opa Df (data not shown), we conclude 697 the IIP32 allele is effectively amorphic. 698 699 CRISPR modification of the opa locus 700 CRISPR was performed by microinjection of y sc v; nos>Cas9/CyO embryos with ~60 pl 701 of a mixture of plasmids encoding pU6-driven sgRNAs targeting opa and ebony (100 ng/ul each) 702 and a plasmid for homology directed repair to insert either a 3x-myc tag or an EGFP-enhancer 703 llama-tag [73, 74] at a concentration of 500 ng/ul. All injections were performed in-house using a 704 modified in-chorion approach originally developed by Nicolas Gompel and Sean Carroll 705 (http://carroll.molbio.wisc.edu/methods/Miscellaneous/injection.pdf) which greatly facilitated 706 high-throughput injection and enhanced survival of hundreds of embryos per day. The cited 707 protocol was enhanced by beveling unclipped, freshly pulled injection needles at a 40° angle on a 708
Narishige Needle Grinder (Narishige, Tokyo, Japan), resulting in reproducible needle preparations 709 that easily pierced the chorion and minimized damage to injected embryos from irregularly surfaced tips. Targeting efficiency of ebony was used to select for likely 'jackpots' of CRISPR 711 modified founders, as described in [97] . The opa sgRNA target sequence was selected from the 712 UCSC Genome Browser/CRISPOR pre-calculated sgRNA sequences [98] and targets 713 chr3R:4869148-4869167 (+ strand, dm6), yielding an expected Cas9-dependent double-strand 714 break 4 bp downstream of the desired insertion site (immediately upstream and in-frame with the 715 opa stop codon). The guide sequence oligonucleotides were synthesized with a leading G residue 716 and terminal sequences compatible with insertion into BbsI-digested pU6-2xBbsI as described at 717 http://flycrispr.org/protocols/grna/ [99]. Homology-directed repair (HDR) constructs were 718 constructed using two 500 bp homology arms either terminating at the insertion site on the left or 719 beginning at the expected Cas9 double-strand break on the right. Because the selected opa sgRNA 720 target sequence spanned the site of insertion and would therefore be disrupted either in the HDR 721 vector or in successfully targeted and repaired opa loci, we did not introduce sgRNA or PAM site 722 mutations to prevent CRISPR targeting of the HDR plasmid or re-targeting of repaired loci. We 723 constructed HDR sequences in a modified pBluescript KS vector where we introduced a 724 3xP3>dsRed eye marker into the vector backbone (pBS 3xP3) to facilitate negative selection of 725 unwanted founders that incorporate the full HDR plasmid by homologous recombination. All DNA 726 constructs for injection were prepared using a modified Qiagen EndoFree Midiprep protocol 727 (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), which enhanced survival of injected embryos compared with standard 728
Qiagen Midiprep grade DNA preparations. Following injection, surviving embryos were raised to 729 adulthood and single founders were crossed to five or six w; Dr e/TM6c, Sb flies. F1 progeny were 730 scored for the proportion of ebony and vials with >50% ebony progeny were scored as "jackpots" 731 in which we induced greater-than-monoallelic targeting of the ebony locus. Up to six individual 732 jackpot males from up to six jackpot founders were subsequently crossed to w; Dr e/TM6c, Sb 733 females and stocks were established from F2 progeny. We favored jackpots that produced 85-734 100% ebony progeny. We observed a 32% survival rate of injected embryos (effectively 64% 735 survival taking into account homozygous lethality of either the second-chromosomal nos>Cas9 736 transgene or CyO), of these 40-60% of founders produced at least one ebony progeny, and 15-25% and 110 Hz scan rate with bidirectional scanning. Series were collected at 30 seconds per xyz 761 stack. We required that a movie begin within NC12 and for data collection to continue until at least 762 NC14 + 72 minutes. This ensured not only that we quantified opa expression from the beginning 763 of NC14, but also controlled for variation in developmental rates by allowing us to measure the 764 duration of NC13. We required that NC13 would last no longer than 22 minutes and no shorter 765 than 17 minutes for imaging to proceed. Fluorescence intensity was quantified by segmenting 766 nuclei in the RFP channel and quantifying average, per nucleus intensity in the GFP channel. 767
Nuclei outside of the opa expression domain were manually identified to estimate fluorescence 768 background and plotted expression levels were calculated by subtracting the background estimate 769 from the average intensity of nuclei within the observed opa expression domain. Values from three 770 biological replicates (three individual embryos imaged on three different days from two 771 independent crosses) were averaged to yield the plotted data. to the desired stage. Embryos were maintained at constant room temperature to reduce variability 790 in staging. Three minutes before the desired stage, a single embryo was dechorionated and 791 macerated in Lysis Buffer [100]. Nuclei were pelleted by gentle centrifugation at 4°C at 500 RCF 792 and the supernatant was discarded prior to freezing on dry ice. We have determined that one critical 793 parameter in this process is the use of low-retention 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes (e.g., Eppendorf 794 DNA LoBind tubes, manufacturer part number 022431021) (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). 795
Samples were briefly thawed on ice before tagmentation in a 10 ul solution as described previously. Where the ATAC UDI Index Read 2 primer corresponds to the prior Buenrostro Universal primer 820 that has been modified to introduce an i5 index sequence (n)8 at the appropriate location based on 821
Illumina primer designs. The ATAC UDI Index Read 1 primer corresponds to the indexed 822
Buenrostro primer designs, although we did not retain the same i7 barcodes. Because not all index 823
combinations are compatible with one another, we used index pair combinations reported for the 824 Pseudoreplicates were generated by randomly splitting each replicate sample into two .bed files. 856
Overall pseudoreplicates were generated by pooling all replicates for either w or opa-3xmyc and 857 randomly splitting reads into two separate .bed files. Several peaks files were generated using 858 MACS2 in preparation for IDR analysis. First, peaks for each individual opa-3xmyc sample (n = 859
3) were called against the pooled w sample data as a control. Having previously determined the 860 MACS2 parameter -d, we bypassed model building (--nomodel) and manually specified the 861 expected fragment size (--extsize 149). Relaxed conditions were specified by designating the 862 option -p 1e-3 as recommended by IDR. Samples were scaled to the larger dataset (--scale-to 863 large). A second peaks list (n = 1) was generated for the pooled opa-3xmyc samples against the 864 pooled w samples using the same MACS2 options. A third set of peaks (n = 6) were called for 865 each pseudoreplicate for each biological replicate of opa-3xmyc against the pooled w samples, using the same MACS2 options. Finally, a fourth set of peaks (n = 2) were called for the two 867 pseudoreplicates of the pooled opa-3xmyc data against the pooled w data, using the same MACS2 868 parameters. We then performed IDR analysis on this set of peaks with threshold values of 0.02 for 869 individual replicates and 0.01 for the pooled data sets. IDR was performed for pairwise 870 comparisons between replicates (e.g., rep 1 vs rep 2, rep 2 vs rep 3, and rep 3 vs rep 1) using as a 871 reference the peak list from pooled opa-3xmyc samples. IDR options were --input-file-type 872 narrowPeak --rank p.value --soft-idr-threshold 0.02 and --use-best-multisummit-idr. IDR was then 873 subsequently performed on each pair of pseudoreplicates for each individual biological replicate 874 (e.g., rep1 pseudo 1 vs rep 1 pseudo 2…) using the same IDR options. Finally, IDR was performed 875 on the pooled sample pseudoreplicates using the same IDR options except --soft-idr-threshold was 876 0.01 instead of 0.02, per the recommendation of the IDR instructions. The largest number of 877 reproducible peaks between replicates was 881, and so we took the top 881 peak regions (ranked 878 by p-value) from the list of pooled peaks and filtered out two regions that mapped to non-canonical 879 chromosomes, leaving 879 high confidence peaks. Consequently, this is a conservative estimate 880 of true Opa binding sites but is determined by more rigorous criteria (reproducibility between 881 biological replicates) than either arbitrary p-value thresholding or simply taking the top N peaks. 882
883
ATAC-seq Analysis 884
Demultiplexed reads were trimmed of adapters using TrimGalore! and mapped to the dm6 885 assembly of the Drosophila genome using Bowtie2 with option -X 2000. Suspected optical and 886 PCR duplicates were marked by Picard MarkDuplicates. Mapped, trimmed, duplicate marked 887 reads were imported into R using the GenomicAlignments [103] and Rsamtools libraries 888 (http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/Rsamtools.html), filtering for properly 889 paired, non-secondary, mapped reads, with map quality scores greater than or equal to 10. Reads 890 with mapped length less than or equal to 100 bp were considered to have originated from 'open' 891
chromatin. 892
For the opa mutant ATAC-seq experiment, embryos were collected blind to the zygotic 893 genotype, but because experiments were performed on single embryos, genotypes could be 894 To determine the different dynamic peak classes (Figure 4) , we first undertook a clustering 906 based approach to explore how many different classes we could identify within the dataset. To do 907 this, we first averaged the number of reads per peak region for each sample and then scaled the 908 data for each peak region by dividing the mean reads for a peak region by the sum of all mean 909 reads for a peak region (i.e., so that the sum of the scaled reads for a peak region, sumregion(wt 12, 910 wt, 72, mut 12, mut 72), would equal 1). Next, we performed k-means clustering with a variable 911 number of cluster centers, and plotted the average per-cluster profile to visualize average behavior 912 of clustered regions. We found that 10 was the minimum number of cluster centers that would 913 capture all the unique patterns present in the data, that fewer clusters would combine similar but 914 qualitatively different classes, and more clusters would subdivide clusters into relatively similar 915 subsets. We note that over the two-year course of this study, attempts were made to replicate this 916 analysis on three different Apple (Apple Computer Inc., Cupertino, California) computers running 917 different base operating systems, versions of R, and versions of dependent libraries. For reasons 918 that are not clear, clustering based approaches were not strictly reproducible across differently 919 configured computers despite identical input datasets and identical scripting of the analysis code. 920
To be clear, similar cluster types, and minimum cluster number were called across different 921 systems, however the numeric order of the clusters, as well as the number of peaks assigned to 922 each cluster would vary between systems. Because of this, we could not rely on clustering alone 923 to reproducibly describe our results. Therefore, we took an alternative approach to categorizing 924 peak classes that depended on the statistical output of DESeq2, whose output was identical across 925 different computer systems. We paired statistical tests from DESeq2 to define classes. For 926 instance, to define regions that were uniformly open early and uniformly lost accessibility by 927 gastrulation, we required both wild-type and mutant samples to have a statistically significant difference across timepoints, with a log2 fold change of -1 or less. On the basis of these paired 929
DESeq2 criteria, we reproduced each of the 10 peak class types predicted by clustering. We note 930 that the final number of categorized peaks (2917) is substantially lower than the number of peaks 931 that score above the significance + log2 fold change thresholds of 0.01 + |1| (6775). This is due to 932 the fact that we require pairs of DESeq2 tests to score above significance thresholds for assignment 933 to a class. The remaining 3858 regions only score as significantly different in one of the four tests. 934 935
Generating reporter constructs based on ATAC-seq data 936
We used ATAC-seq coverage to delineate the sequence to test for potential enhancer 937 activities associated with wg-2.5, wg-1, odd-late, slp1 "5", 18w 1 and 18w 2. In general, coverage 938 at peak regions was plotted on the UCSC genome browser and views were zoomed out to identify 939 flanking regions of low accessibility. We hypothesized that functional genomic elements would 940 be defined by extended regions of accessible chromatin flanked by inactive, low-accessibility 941 regions. Primer pairs were designed to amplify peak regions plus a small amount of flanking 'low-942 accessibility' DNA and were cloned into a Gateway entry vector pENTR (Thermo Fisher 943 Scientific, Waltham Massachusetts). The exception to this overall strategy was in the case of the 944 wg-2.5 and -1 regions which are adjacent to one another ( Figure 3A ). in which case we delineated 945 the two regions by the midpoint between the two major peaks of chromatin accessibility. Once we 946 had generated one pENTR-enhancer clone by TA-cloning of a PCR product, it was no longer 947 necessary, efficient, or desirable to perform TA cloning. Subsequent pENTR clones were made by 948 excising the original insert and replacing with new candidate enhancer fragments via Gibson 949
Assembly (NEB HiFi Assembly Kit, New England Biolabs). The candidate enhancer fragments 950 were shuttled to the transgenic vector pBPGUw [105] upstream of a minimal synthetic promoter 951 sequence driving Gal4 using standard Gateway cloning techniques (LR Clonase, Thermo Fisher 952 Scientific). Transgenic lines were established as described above by insertion into the attP40 953 landing site. 954
The genomic coordinates corresponding to regulatory elements tested in this study are: 
In situ hybridizations 960
Probe sequences for in situ hybridizations were generated by PCR against cDNA clones for the 961 target transcript. Reverse primers included a leading T7 promoter sequence to facilitate probe 962 synthesis by in vitro transcription using an Ambion MegaScript T7 kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 963 supplemented with digoxigenin-11-UTP (Roche, Sigma-Aldrich) following standard procedures. 964
In situ hybridizations were performed according to standard procedures using a hybridization 965 temperature of 65°C, which was found to significantly reduce background compared with 56°C. 966
For reducing bias in the evaluation of gene expression in 'patternless' mutant embryos, color 967 development reactions were performed side-by-side with a wild-type control. Color development 968 was evaluated by observing only the wild-type sample and stopping both reactions once it was 969 determined that wild-type samples had just reached optimal signal. Staining levels in mutant 970 embryos were then evaluated following termination of the color development reaction. For 971 evaluating sensitivity of a reporter to opa loss of function, we performed in situ hybridizations 972 against gal4 on two samples in parallel, a wild-type sample of test enhancer>gal4 homozygous 973 males crossed to w 1118 females, and embryos from a cross between opa IIP32 / TM3, Sb twi>gal4 974 UAS>GFP females and w; (test enhancer>gal4); opa IIP32 / TM3, Sb twi>gal4 UAS>GFP males, 975 which allowed us to distinguish test enhancer>reporter expression in opa homozygous mutant 976 embryos by their lack of twi>gal4 staining in the ventral mesoderm. Color development was 977 monitored in the wild-type sample, and mutant embryos were ultimately hand selected from the 978 twi>gal4-marked sample, after ensuring that wild-type expression patterns matched the twi>gal4-979 positive expression patterns, save for the broad domain of twi>gal4 expression. Images shown in 980 
